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PROBLEM/JUSTIFICATION (Include a concise statement of the issue/problem outlining the purpose and need for its consideration.)
In the Spring 2014 and 2015, there were numerous reports of inconsistent moisture meter measurements involving grain shipments from U.S. interior facilities to U.S. export port facilities. As a result, thousands of petitions were filed with the Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) Board of Appeals
and Review, many of which were found to be in compliance with current performance expectations . The accuracy of moisture meters is critical to the grain handling industry from first sale to end user receipt. There is an expectation within the grain handling industry that the current Unified Grain
Moisture Algorithm (UGMA) technology would provide more accurate and consistent results. The slightest discrepancy in a reading could cause a facility to not meet the requirements of a contract, delays, additional costs and overall loss of revenue. USDA and NCWM jurisdictions face the same issue
in this regard, although in NCWM jurisdictions the UGMA and prior technologies are both in use. This adds another dimension to the variability analysis.
GIPSA and Handbook 44 Section 5.5.6(a) action tolerances are as follows:

Wheat
Corn
Soybeans

GIPSA ** H44*
% pts
%pts
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.7

*increases with moisture level. Number listed is minimum, at trade moistures. Against air oven.
** Against like meter (UGMA)
Note: H44 tolerance for like type to like type is 0.5% pts, all grains
The H44 tolerances were established in 1992; the like type tolerances were added in 2001, both based on the older 2 mhz technology.

PROPOSAL (Proposed solutions to problems stated in specific language in amendment form to Publication 14, test methods and/or
test method interpretations.)

The industry believes that tolerances should be reviewed and tightened if possible to reflect superior performance in USGA meters. For the Sector, this means updating the H44 tolerance table.

While NTEP‐certified moisture meter models generally agree closely (on the average) 1) different instrument technologies respond differently to interfering factors such as
temperature, density, kernel shape, and grain composition and 2) density variation in corn is a very significant source of differences among technologies. Based on the new
technology and inconsistent moisture meter measurements the NTEP tolerance levels need to be reviewed to determine if they are still reflect the UGMA change in technology and
performance.
In 2016, the Grain Analyzer Sector formally created a task group to review the tolerance levels in Section 5.5.6(a) Grain Moisture Meters, Subsection T - Tolerances of Handbook 44
Specifications, Tolerances and Other Technical Requirements for Weighing and Measuring Devices to evaluate the quality assurance tolerances in light of actual inspection data.
Based on review of inspection data from several states, the task group recommends that the tolerances be reduced across the board for wheat, corn and soybeans to .5%.

ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERED

ATTACHMENTS (List the accompanying documents, data, studies, etc.)
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